
Launched in July 2010 in Dubai as part of the 

Jabbar Internet Group, Cobone features a daily 

market-focused deal on the best things to do, 

see, eat and buy in cities across the Middle East 

and Africa.

Operating in 9 countries Cobone draws over two 

million visitors to the site every month and has 

its users savings of over $14 000 000 for deals 

varying from destinations and travel deals to 

beauty and spa deals.

Cobone was using Facebook ads to acquire 

subscribers to its mailing list who could be 

targeted using email marketing.  This approach 

was yielding good results but to improve the 

immediate ROI realized by their social ads they 

decided to adopt a hybrid approach and so also 

began running direct sales ads.

“The Alchemy managed 

service led to a dramatic 

improvement in our 

subscriber conversion 

rates. With innovation, 

agile strategy and a 

personalized service, the 

team comes highly 

recommended!”

Warrick Godfrey, Chief 

Marketing Officer, Cobone

1. Continue to drive registrations at the 
lowest possible CPA to the Cobone 
mailing list.

• By focusing on continuity and 
relevance we would streamline 
the registration process, to do 
this we used location specific 
landing pages and reduced the 
number of fields the user was 
required to fill in.

2. Begin to drive sales by targeting Arabic 
and English speaking Facebook users. 

• By including as much product 
information as possible, including 
price points, in the direct sales 
ads we would maximise click 
quality and conversion rates. 



Cobone’s user base expanded by 
33% and users targeted using 
Alchemy visited Cobone’s site 
95% more than users targeted in 
previous campaigns.  Social 
registrations cost 25% less than 
search.
Direct sales ads yielded a 
positive ROI within 12 weeks, 
the conversion rate was 43% 
higher than the regional 
benchmark.

For more information on how to 

get real returns from your 

Facebook campaigns contact 

Alchemy Social at 

info@alchemysocial.com or call 

into one of our offices for a live 

demo and discussion. 

London: 44 20703 33567

San Francisco/New York: 1 866 890 6062

Melbourne: 61 38 6990 100

Ads delivered users to customised landing 

pages at scale
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